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Helping Hedge Funds to Enhance Returns

360T is a multibank trading platform which offers access to FX and Metals trading, as well as Listed
FX via Eurex. Our suite of products is designed to enhance hedge funds’ execution capabilities
through automation and improving market access, to help give an edge to fund performance.

360T Offers

Access to the Broadest Possible Range of FX Liquidity
360T’s technology provides a single point of access for trading FX Spot, NDFs, Forwards,
Swaps and Options, in addition to Precious and Base Metals.
With a global network of users spanning more than 75 different countries and including over
200 liquidity providers, 360T can help hedge funds access unique pools of liquidity.
Our ECN platform, 360TGTX, allows funds to trade Spot FX and NDFs anonymously,
through a seamless integration into the platform workflow.

Support for All Execution Models
Clients have access to a series of Smart Order Routing protocols that optimise across RFS,
Streaming, Full Amount, Disclosed and Anonymous liquidity.
360T hosts an extensive suite of Algos, giving clients access to 100+ strategies.
A Reporting and Analytics suite is available to provide detailed feedback on the execution
process and to monitor changes in execution quality over time.

Workflow Solutions
360T’s Execution Management System (EMS) is a next generation workflow solution
focused on reducing the need for system intervention in the execution process. Designed
in close collaboration with hedge funds, this highly configurable system maximises the time
spent on trading rather than process.
Easily integrated into Order Management Systems (OMS), it supports the automation of FX
across the entire trade lifecycle, helping funds to increase productivity, reduce operational
risks and focus on the most value-add tasks on the trading desk.
The EMS leverages 360T’s award-winning suite of market data products to help enable notouch precision trading across a range of FX product types.
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What Makes 360T Different

Unique Liquidity

Advanced Analytics

The diverse universe of firms trading
across 360T – which includes major banks,
corporates, asset managers, hedge funds,
retail brokers, regional banks, non-bank
liquidity providers – means that there is a truly
unique pool of liquidity available to interact
with, all via a single access point.

Having high-quality tools and data in
place for analysis is vital to improving
execution performance. 360T developed
its analytics-as-a-service platform, Vantage,
as a comprehensive range of reporting and
analytics with this at the core of it.

FX Algos

Liquidity Management

360T has access to 20+ Algo Providers,
allowing funds to access a wide range of
sophisticated algo strategies in one place.

360T offers a team of dedicated liquidity
management experts available 24/5 who are
focused on helping hedge funds to curate and
optimise liquidity access.

Market Data

FX Futures & Clearing

360T’s proprietary suite of data products gives
hedge funds the edge they need when trading
FX. It includes the award-winning Swaps Data
Feed (SDF), the most accurate reflection of the
FX Swap market available. Additionally, it offers
unique directional Flows insight as well as Spot
and Precious Metals feeds. The 360T Data
products have been woven into the workflow of
the platform to enable users to more effectively
build and refine trading workflow, enhance
price discovery and increase no-touch trading
across FX instruments in a in low latency
trading environment.

Hedge funds can access Eurex FX Futures and
Clearing directly from within the 360T platform.
With the option of Classic FX Futures with
monthly and quarterly deliveries, our innovative
Rolling Spot Futures contract or off-exchange
liquidity pools for trading Block Futures and
Exchange for Physical (EFP). Funds also have
the option to centrally clear their OTC NDFs,
providing operational efficiencies through
increased netting opportunities and lower
margin rates compared to holding bilateral
positions.
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Key Benefits

Tighter spreads through simultaneous multi-dealer requests and competitive pricing
Enhanced price discovery and tools designed to help demonstrate best execution
Advanced aggregation functionalities across the 360T franchise
Reduced operational risk via the automation of netting, staging and execution of trades
Sophisticated tools for Transaction Costs Analysis (TCA)
Dedicated local customer support and liquidity management teams
Unified STP export, providing one channel for dealing with the market
Comprehensive reporting and audit capabilities

Products at a Glance

SuperSonic Trader
Offers real-time aggregation and
matching of Streaming Spot FX and
NDF liquidity from across both 360T’s
disclosed and undisclosed venue,
360TGTX.
Find out more

EMS
Provides greater workflow efficiencies,
FX automation, reduced operational
risk and increased control.
Find out more

Bridge
Multi-product access to Request For
Stream across Swaps, Forwards, Spot,
NDFs, Options, Base and Precious
Metals, as well as access to third-party
Algos
Find out more

Contact
To learn more about how 360T is
helping Hedge Funds please get in
touch:
hedgefunds@360T.com

Please do not hesitate to contact your local account manager for more information or
contact us at info@360t.com . www.360t.com
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